
Garden Vegetables – Pg 1

*Limited quantities of all plants, so inclusion on this list is no guarantee of availability*

Type Variety Description
Days to 

Maturity

Broccoli

Hybrid Mini

This hybrid of broccoli and Chinese Kale was developed 

in Australia. Often referred to by it's trademarked 

name Broccolini, this tender, delicious vegetable has 

thin, asparagus-like stems and mini broccoli heads.

       50-60

Cabbage

Tender Gold

Delicious Napa Oriental heirloom variety. White 

ribbing and delicate gold interior, delicious crisp and 

sweet mild flavor.

45

Cucumber

Chelsea Prize
12-15in long slender English Cucumber, thin skinned, 

bitter free, sweet flesh, few seeds, self-pollinating vines.
60

Eggplant

Black Beauty

Tender, tasty purplish-black fruits are great in a variety 

of dishes. Plants  produce 4 to 6 large fruit, or more if 

kept harvested and well watered. For  best quality, 

harvest before its glossy, dark skin begins fading to dull 

purple.

80



Garden Vegetables – Pg 2

*Limited quantities of all plants, so inclusion on this list is no guarantee of availability*

Type Variety Description
Days to 

Maturity

Eggplant
Listada de 

Gandia

Heirloom, has 7-inch long fruit that is white with lovely 

bright purple stripes. Fabulous flavor with sweet, 

tender flesh. Full sun.

90

Long Purple Heirloom. Slender Italian type. Harvest when 8" long. 75

Rosita
8x4 in lavender pink fruit with mild sweet white flesh, 

heirloom from Puerto Rico.
80

Shikou Asian
Asian type with long, dark, glossy fruit. Thin skinned 

with very few seeds. Plants need staking.
75

Onion
Patterson

Medium, blocky, long storing, dark yellow skin, thin 

necks.
104

Red Rossi de 

Milano

Large bulb with flat tops, bronze pink skins with sweet 

and pungent taste, excellent for cooking and long 

storage.

100

Walking
Very hardy perennial. Egyptian topsetting onions. 

Harvest twice a year. 
250



Garden Vegetables – Pg  3

*Limited quantities of all plants, so inclusion on this list is no guarantee of availability*

Type Variety Description
Days to 

Maturity

Squash

Black Beauty 

Zucchini

The classic dark-green summer squash that has made 

modern zucchini of this type popular. Introduced into 

the U.S. markets in the 1920s. Delicious fried, baked or 

zoodled; best picked young.

50

Burgess 

Buttercup

A vining squash (allow plenty of space for them to 

grow). The mature squash are dark green, medium 

sized (5 - 8” diameter, 3 - 5 lbs.), with deep orange 

flesh. Rind is thin yet hard and sometimes develops 

warts (these will not affect the quality of the squash).

95

Rouge Vif 

D'Etampes

An heirloom pumpkin from Etampes - a town near 

Paris. More than just a pretty pumpkin, this variety is 

the standard for French soup stocks. The red-orange 

fruit can reach up to 20 pounds apiece and will store 

well.

105

Waltham 

Butternut

Sweet nutty flavor, 3-4lb great for soup, pies, no curing 

necessary.
  105-115
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